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By Ben Bensen
Unless you’re a total newcomer to SMAC you know that the Jones Group 10-miler
is the biggest single event that the club presents, and especially so this year, as February
26th’s race kicked off the USATF-NE’s Grand Prix series for 2012. The race provides a
lot of material for this issue (at one point it was going to be called “The Jones, the whole
Jones, and nothing but the Jones”. No such luck, but either way, there’s more inside). In
brief, it was about as good as it could be.
This is an important race for many, many reasons. Originally conceived as a useful
preparation race for the Boston Marathon, it now stands as a destination event in its
own right. The very demanding course itself, this year’s excellent field (and particularly
teams), the volunteer efforts required, logistics and planning, history and lore (not the
same thing) and countless other factors combined to give it an aura of significance. And
rightly so; we may not be a big club, but we host a great race.
Under what may well be the most ideal conditions ever, Nate Jenkins of Lowell
grabbed the lead before the first turn of this year’s ten-miler, daring the rest of the field to
keep up with him. For the first four and a half miles or so only one runner took that challenge, Eric Ashe of the BAA, who ran with or within reach of Jenkins and never let him
relax. Not that any front-runner was about to relax in the first event of the USATF’s 2012
New England Grand Prix series, but the contrast between the two men’s running styles
could not have been more striking.
(Continued on page 8)
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From The Editor
Even a quick glance at popular culture makes one
thing clear: running, running gear and race promotion
are all huge, and interest is growing. The size and scope
of the sport and its economic importance to the nation
(a piece in The New Yorker last fall noted that the demographic most similar to runners is people who play golf!)
has an interesting corollary: there’s much more professionalism in the organization of races than there was in
the first running boom. The March-April issue of the
now all-color New England Runner magazine has huge
full-page ads for events, and even an analysis by uberdirector Dave MacGillivray (of the Boston Marathon and
Mt. Washington Road Race) of how field sizes are capped
and determined. My college’s (Bowdoin) magazine
just profiled a 2003 alum who now directs Tri-Maine, a
$330,000 company that owns or directs 26 races in New
England. His is a business, and not the only one.
McGillivray’s opinion is that “most, but perhaps
sadly not all, races go by the rule of ‘quality vs. quantity.’
More is not always better and in many cases more is, in
fact, less in terms of providing a positive experience.” He
concludes that the popularity of a race often stems from
its having a limited field.
Hmm.
Especially since SMAC just completed its annual,
colossal, cathartic production of the Jones 10-mile race,
you have to ask how terms like ‘quality’ and ‘positive
experience’ are defined, and by who. Not only was this
year’s event a great race, well-prepared and blessed with
wonderful weather, amenities, and exceptional volunteer support, it was a financial success which produced
revenue that will support the club’s other programs in a
big way. The response of almost everyone involved was
positive. There was no cap on entries, the prizes were
modest (relative to other USATF-NE Grand Prix series
events’), and anyone could sign up and run (one couple
did so, so late that they nearly missed the start!). This is
an old school race in many ways.
Tom Derderian of GBTC, the race’s founder and this
year’s 60+ winner makes a case for increasing incentives
for both top individuals and teams, arguing that “what
makes the running a race instead of a parade is the competition and what drives competition is team rivalry.” He
points to the difference between our team prizes ($200
for first place, three prizes) and others’ (at New Bedford’s
half marathon the winning team gets $500 and there are
six prize levels). Sponsors want to support something
important, and media will only cover “big” stories. He’d
like more and richer individual prize money, and argues
that new, young clubs with fast runners but little money
can hardly justify $40 entries to the Jones even if they
win the championship. Finally, “the original idea of the
race - to prepare SMAC runners for Boston and other
team competitions - may get lost in concern for amenities such as soup and showers.”
Hmm again. Without taking sides, I’ll say a few
things. “The public” rarely shows up to watch a race in
February. New sponsors were engaged this year by good,
local, SMAC promoters. And the local media wasn’t
there on February 26 because there’s only so much they
can do. But Tom, we were there, and we loved it!
--------------
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“Off season? What ‘Off season?’
That was Patrick Pezzati’s reaction when I proposed
this theme at a BOD meeting. Others happily wecomed
the idea, and all sorts of encouragement surfaced, some
of it even in print. Many “Loafers” - a counter-intuitive
nickname if ever there was one - run through the year.
Others couldn’t live, or at least run, without a fallow
season. Whether it’s better to take time off from the
sport or stay in shape by training year-round is a debate
that each of us must solve on our own. Then again, most
of us ratchet down on running during the winter months
due to convenience alone; fewer races, less daylight to
train in and (maybe not this year, but usually) snow and
ice all conspire against or distracted us. The “Shelburne
Mafia” tries to do a lot of cross-country skiing. Barry
Auskern and others are big proponents of snowshoe
racing, while John Reino plays hockey. Pick your offseason pleasure if you like.
Local races have dominated this publication under
the current regime, but this doesn’t have to be so - it just
has been. So this issue marks an attempt to stretch the
running reader’s horizons a bit. You’ll be encouraged to
take YouTube™ to the movies with Sean Norton’s piece
on page 7. Meanwhile, Carla Halpern’s piece on getting started (page 6) is taken from her very thoughtful,
detailed blog; you can read more by contacting her.
I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again: working for
The SUN is an avocation about an avocation, i.e., kind
of strange. And every contributor has their own style.
Some mull things over and then blast out (your editor is
one such), while others write well under pressure. John
Stifler loves a deadline, while Barry Auskern often collects and disseminates his thoughts before an event’s
clean-up is even finished. We’ve all got our own ways
and means. Enjoy ‘em!

The Sugarloaf SUN
is a publication of
Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club (S.M.A.C.)
and is produced by, for, and with
the considerable help of its members.
Ben Bensen, Editor (413-774-7567),
5 Christian Drive, Deerfield, MA 01342
Photos not credited may well be Ben Bensen’s
Please submit your written work or pictures,
and send comments or questions
(or even praise) to:

sugarloafsun@gmail.com
For more about the club
and for membership information,
please visit our website at:

www.sugarloafmac.org
or call Ron Hebert,
Membership Secretary
(413) 584-2917
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1977

More SMAC History, from the 2’s and 7’s

1992

Only thirty-five runVol 5, Issue #1 of The
ners finished that year’s
SUN announced that “8 top
Jones 10-miler, but SMAC
women runners from SMAC
finished 2nd in the Men’s
and possibly some others
Open and 40+ divisions.
have been offered all their
Peter Sheldon, Bill Romito,
expenses paid to compete
Ed Parrot, Graham Warder
in the MINI-MARATHON
and Derek Postema made
on June 4th in NEW YORK
up the open team [three
CITY” sponsored by “Bonnare still club members!].
nie Bell [sic.] cosmetics.
Meanwhile, SMAC women
SMAC ladies had run well
took 3rd in the Women’s
previously: Charlotte Lettis
Open and 2nd in the
was 2nd in the first season
Women’s 40+ division.
and 1st in the third “while
469 completed the course.
the team placed 4th and
The issue (Volume
Loretta and Ann Eiben won
19, No. 1) also included a
the mother-daughter secreport by Margaret Ricci
tion.” Other teams included
on the “Snickers’ Sprint,
the national champions
Jump and Run” meet held
from Iowa State, 1976 team
at Northeastern. Kids were
winner Liberty A.C., the
asked to run 55m., do a
Kettering Striders from
Don Grant’s cartoon from January-February’s 1982 issue of standing long jump and
Ohio and “possibly a team
The SUN reminds us of some of the most important elements run 800m. All received
from California or two...
of any good race:
“a Snickers Tee shirt, a
this is a race for everybody.
plentiful water and helpful volunteers!
stop watch, general admis(women only).”
Among that issue’s other articles were a report on
sion tickets to the New England Invitational later in the
the race team’s preparations for the Dartmouth relays
month, and arm patches.” Jackie Joyner-Kersee was the
and regional championships at West Point, NY, an analy- celebrity star of the event and entrance, complete with
sis of Chrondomalacia Patellae and a plea for members
free parking for attending adults, was free! You don’t see
to get A.A.U. cards to enter races
many events like that these days.

1982

1997

SMAC’s 25th Anniversary year saw Bill Durkee
Vol X, Issue #7 of The SUN covered 1981, and - for
what it’s worth - includes your editor’s first submission: a running both the Indoor Track Meets and The SUN, and
doing both with his customary flair. “Most Improved
report on the Greenfield Turkey Trot of 1981.
Of greater importance for sure was Halston Taylor’s Runner” awards went to 0-18, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59 (Sue
Grant and Peter Gagarin took this bracket), and 60-69
January 24 indoor mile time of 4:06.2, run at Boston
members. What the thinking was about the open diviUniversity in the NEAC Indoor championships. This
was, and probably still is an all-time SMAC record as well sion (doesn’t anyone improve between age 19 and 29?)
would be fun to know, and Bruce Kurtz (now 75; then
as Taylor’s personal best. If it isn’t, tell The SUN!
the winner of the 60-69 category) could well let us know
1987
his thoughts about the 70+ omission!
Volume 14, No. 4 was all about what is now the
2002
Rafters’ College Towne Classik. “Two years of Superb
Some things don’t change all that much. The April/
Running Weather, Fast Fields of Runners, Dedicated
May issue of The SUN (Vol 29, No. 1) listed its contents
Volunteers and Trophies, Prizes and Money made the
(as “SMAC SNAX”):
1986 and 1987 College Town Classics Successful.” 1987
Serving size: 12 pages
saw Nancy Conz regain the course record for the 5 mile
Servings per issue: 280
race with a 28:30, having first set it in 1979 with a 29:43.
Percentage of Daily Values:
Jack Mahurin of the North Carolina A.C. established the
Running Information: 100% Endorphins: 100%
course record of 24:34. The race even had videos!
Inspiration: 100%
Downright Fun: 100%
Also, the race directors had a special trophy to
Bill Durkee was clearly still in charge.
present. Originally intended to go to “The Fastest
Also included were reports from the Indoor Track
Sports Editor of a local radio, t.v. or newspaper. All
meets, including a record set on January 6 by Nigeria’s
were invited, but none showed. Therefore, the designee
three-time Olympian, Ime Akpan, who ran the 55m race
was changed to ‘the person who all race directors worry
in 6.9 seconds, erasing the old record of 7.2. This comabout, pray for and look to see cross the finish line... the
last runner.” That year it went to nine year-old Eric Wal- pared pretty favorably with the men’s all-time mark set
in the same meet by Hartford’s Andre Shreeves in 6.5.
dron, who finished in 135th place.
Two State X-C champions set marks: Owner Washburn
There was also a competitve fun run for kids thir(800; 2:02.5) and Mark Miller (Mile: 4:19).
teen and under, with five separate divisions.
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SMAC Runner Profile

Ann E. Van Dyke

Age: 57
Town: Amherst
Job: Psychiatrist
SMAC member since: 2007
Local running/SMAC “claim
to fame”:
Named an “ageless
athlete” at the Jailbreak
5k
Favorite Distance to Race/
Run: 10k
Favorite Place to Run: Norwottuck Bike Trail
Favorite Author/Book:
I read a lot, so it’s
impossible to pick
just one, but among
running books I
especially enjoyed
Marathon Woman by
Kathryn(sp.?) Switzer.
Favorite Movie or TV show:
The Antiques Road
Show
Hobbies (besides running, of
course!):
Reading (voraciously),
knitting, Yoga, meditation, thrift store shopping and bookstore
browsing.
Favorite Spectator Sport:
Watching my children perform (musically).
Greatest Adventure:
Getting pregnant at age 40 (with a little help from
modern medical science).
Favorite Vacation Destination:
Kripalu Yoga Center
Achievement of which you are most proud (runningrelated OR otherwise):
Improving my Boston Marathon time (I got in via
SMAC’s lottery) by nearly 30 minutes.
Secret ambition:
To live year-round in a foreign country with total
immersion in another culture.
What or who convinced you to join SMAC?
I wanted automatic mailings of race registrations.
Favorite pre- or post-run food/drink:
Chocolate chip muffins are good anytime,
but especially with iced coffee.
Warm-up routine:
I probably should have one.
Music on the run (and, if so, what?):
If I did listen to music on the run I
think I would pick Bonnie Raitt.
Secret tip/good advice:
Most problems in life are less
troubling after a good run.
Historical tidbit:
My first pair of running shoes
(purchased in 1973) was a man’s size 7!
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Sawmill River Redux

“This year’s Sawmill River Run” is an interesting
phrase. The traditional Montague New Year’s Day event
won’t be run at all in 2012. However, it was contested
twice in 2011, the second race coming on Saturday,
December 31. All a simple matter of scheduling; willing volunteers for Saturday were going to be in church
on Sunday, so it was a good call by Race Director Jon
Dobosz.
Although hardly the fastest Sawmill ever run
(records are hard to come by, but 31-ish sounds right),
the event itself was heavy with SMAC talent. While
Amherst’s Drew Best led all finishers with 34:53, he had
a real battle with occasional training buddy Aaron Stone,
who pushed hard before settling for second in 34:57.
That was it for the club until Tom Denney finished
in 26th place at 44:50 (2nd M50+). Patrick Pezzati was
close on his heels (27th; 44:56) and Dave Martula (28th:
45:44) was the first M60+ finisher.
John Herron (30th; 45:44) wasn’t far ahead of
Jim Farrick (33rd; 44:53), while Barbara Graf (36th;
46:11) was the runner-up in the F50+ cohort. Nora
Letendre (38th; 46:16) and Rich Clark (40th; 46:39),
Sri Bodkhe (45th; 47:45) and Mike Duffy (46th; 47:54
and 3rd M60+) were all well ahead of the next bunch
of SMAC’ers: Billy Dean (50th; 48:41), David Cameron
(63rd; 51:12) and Mark Dean (65th; 52:12), followed by
Ann Van Dyke (75th; 54:22), Francia Wisnewski (90th;
57:09) and race founder Allen Ross (94th; 58:23). Don
Grant (112th: 1:04:28), Jeff Holmes (118th - 1:05:54) and
Carol Ball (121st; 1:08:39 and 1st F60+) were the last in
for the club. 129 finished

Coaches (Above) Mackenzie Gray
and (Right) Allison Belanger
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Building a Training Plan for a Marathon

By Alex Wirth-Cauchon
“jogging”(120bpm) and one “easy run”(130bpm) per
week. The average pace for the 118 miles I ran in November was 9:54min/mile.
---------Summer 2011: Getting ahead of myself
December: Building the base
This past fall I was reminded that the marathon is
In December I extended my runs by about 10
made up of three races. In order to survive the first 20
minutes each while still resting two days per week. I also
miles and race the last 10K I had to get my self to the
continued to work on my form. When possible I ran my
start healthy and fit.
longer runs on trails. My hamstring seemed to prefer
My focus for 2011 was to go faster at the Chicago
that and with the mild December we had it made the
Marathon in October. Thanks to winter and spring train- time much more fun. I averaged 10:24min/mile for the
ing with SMAC and Coffee Cake mates I seemed to be on 148 miles I ran in December.
track. My mileage was up to over 230 miles per month
----------without any sign of injury. My pace was faster than it had January: Training begins
been since my 20s. Yet, as I started final preparations my
By January my hamstring was no longer giving me
plan started to come undone. My right hamstring started trouble. Also, my new form was starting to feel more
nagging me in July. Then, on an easy run three days
natural. The Chi Running workshop at the SMAC annual
before Chicago it seized up sharply and painfully. I had a meeting confirmed the changes I was making were in the
lovely weekend with my sweetheart in Chicago, but had
right direction, and that I still have a lot of work before I
to watch as 40,000 runners started without me.
have unlearned my old ways.
When I returned to South Hadley I had a clear
January started to feel like real training. I extended
mission for the off season. In just six months I had to go my long runs over the course of the month to 2:45 which
from being unable to run to be ready to represent SMAC I ran progressively harder building from 110bpm to 134
at the Boston Marathon. I was fortunate to be guided
bpm throughout the run. I went to just one rest day and
in this process by my friends Matt Hollapa and Monica
added a harder workout each week: in which I built from
Joyce of Ann Arbor’s Tortoise and Hare Athletic Club.
140bpm to 158bpm. These changes yielded 199 miles at
Here is what I have done with my off season.
an average of 10:09min/mile for January.
------------------October: Healing
February: Looking for race pace
After my hamstring seized on October 5, I took five
Following a low-mileage recovery week at the begindays rest without any workouts. I walked some to keep
ning of the month February January’s build up with long
the blood flowing, but that was it. For the rest of the
runs now at 3:15, the longest I am going to run before
month I got several massages and let my hamstring be
Boston this year. I raised the peak heart rate for my hard
my guide. I had at least two rest days each week, rode
workouts to 160bpm.
my bike (spinning gently in very easy gears), walked,
I also ran the Snowstorm Classic 10K as a test.
hiked, or jogged very easily. I use my heart rate to gauge While time was 5 minutes off last year’s time, it felt good
my effort. I did most of my walking, hiking, and jogging
to run hard again.
work below 115 beats per minute(bpm), with my “hardThe recovery week, work duties, and a short month
est” workouts under 125bpm. (If you want to compare
yielded 174 miles in February at an average pace of 9:52.
these numbers to your own, add (if you are younger) or
---------subtract (if you are older) one beat per minute for each
March: Starting to put the elements together
year you are removed from my 51 years.) For the month
So far I had separated my long runs and my hard
of October I ran a total of 93 miles averaging 12:30 min/ runs. Every other week in March I have combined my
mile.
long runs with my hard workout by putting the hard
---------effort at the end of an easy 1.5-2 hour “warm-up.” At the
November: Working on form and laying a
end of the month I plan to use the Ron Hebert 8 mile
healthy foundation
race to see where I am.
In November I focused on un-learning my tendency
--------to over-stride. Matt and Monica suggested videos to use Looking Ahead:
as a guide and my sweetheart recorded my efforts on a
While I don’t have the base of miles and the speed I
treadmill. A humbling experience. Also, my hamstring
had at this point in my build up for Chicago, so far I have
was a good guide. When it would start tightening up I
been healthy. I hope this winter’s more patient approach
knew to check my form.
to rebuilding will 1. get me to Hopkinton healthy and
My workouts became more regular. I took two
uninjured, 2. get me to mile 20 swiftly yet with enough
complete rest days and a pilates class each week, and
reserves, so I can 3. race the final 10K to Boylston street
did a mixture of 25-80 minute “easy jogging”(110bpm)
on April 16. We will see.
[Editor’s Note: if you want an introduction to sheer scientific planning, Alex is one member you want to talk with.
When not on the roads around South Hadley, he’s probably
out on the roads... on his bike!]

Apologies to most subscribers!
This issue of The SUN has been mailed late, for complicated and boring reasons.
but at least it’s made it to you now!
Spring, 2012
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Getting Into It

By Carla Halpern
I managed about three miles at just under a ten-minute
Most of us do actually have some athletic abilmile pace. Compared to all my attempts before, I felt like
ity. It’s often just a matter of not letting our failures
Superwoman.
overshadow our physical strengths. This is terribly
And I was, for a while. Reasonably fit, that is. I had
hard when our failures can be so glaringly spectacular. I
caught a lucky break with some kind and indulgent camp nice muscle tone, respectable endurance, and the tightest
abs of my life. Of course, that’s when the babies came.
counselors who recognized that grace and agility were
Oh, it’s an old story, isn’t it? Grand thoughts of how
not the only kind of physical prowess. For all my flailI’d be one of those beautiful, fit pregnant women, glowing limbs and limited hand-eye coordination, I was not
actually a weakling. I became a strong, enduring, if very ing and healthy. Yeah, well. Turns out I was the kind of
slow, swimmer. I could swim across a lake or a mile in a pregnant woman who barfed and cried all the time and
pool. It would take me an hour, breaststroke all the way, was often too weak to sit up. All those grand thoughts
but I could do it without getting
went out the window as my muscles turned to
winded. Later, I would be astonmashed potato while I gestated. It was as if my
ished to learn that other, more athbody could focus on nothing other than growletic people could not do this. My
ing a new person, with no energy left over for
husband Randy, who can sprint 50
anything else.
meters, scramble up a hillside, and
There is an advantage to crappy pregnansling 80-lb kids over his shoulders,
cies, though. I was absolutely thrilled when the
cannot swim a mile. Me, I’d always
time came that I wasn’t pregnant. Other than
been in last place on a sprint and
the obvious prize, I mean. After I delivered
liable to fall on my face in any game
my babies, I was so excited to be able to keep
that required agility, but plop me in
food down and stand up without collapsing,
the water and I’d be okay.
that post-partum depression never entered the
That was my first clue that
picture. It didn’t matter that I got no sleep. I
maybe endurance was my strong
was overjoyed to be a functioning biped again.
suit. I was never fast. I couldn’t
I would strap my baby into a snuggly or stroller
remember game rules; I was easily
and go out for a jaunt in the fresh air. We’d
intimidated by opposing players.
go for miles at a time, stopping only for milk
And I could not, to save my life,
breaks and diaper changes. No, I wasn’t runavoid crashing into stuff or tripping
ning, but I was happily moving again.
over my own feet. When my eleMy true running self began to emerge
mentary and junior high classes did
when my son, now seven, was 17 months old.
the Presidential Physical Fitness
(Pedometer, back injury, core exercises) I haptests, I excelled at the only event
pened to see a sign at the Y for a running club.
that required no agility, grace,
“Come run with us! Train now and be ready
coordination, balance or speed. I
for a four-mile run through rolling hills around
hung on that damn chin-up bar and
beautiful Silver Lake in October!” Sounded
made sure I clutched it longer than
pretty. Even sounded fun. So I signed up.
any other kid in the class. So there.
The running club met at the local high
Looking back, I can see the
school track on Tuesday evenings. Our leader
kernel of a runner’s heart. As a
was a friendly curly-haired blond named
floppy teenager, I occasionally
Bonnie. Like me, she was a mother and
Carla Halpern
tried running as a way to get my
familiar with the bodily stress and time crunch
involved in growing human beings inside you and then
sluggish self in shape. I jogged a breathless one to two
monitoring their growing up outside you. She started
mile out-and-back for a couple weeks in high school. I
ended up with red, itchy legs and didn’t stick with it. But us off with introductions and stretches. There were a
couple experienced runners, a local teenager, one or two
I tried again in graduate school, attempting four times
other folks who wanted to lose some weight or get a little
around the track before considering it a heavy workout.
more fit. Just a handful of us, really.
I also ran once or twice with my friend Carol, jogging
It was late August and the mosquitoes found us
down the street from our co-op grad student house to
run a little ways next to the creek before heading back up pretty tasty as we chatted and stretched. They eased off
once we got moving. Bonnie had us walk, jog, or run
into the streets. Again, it was only about a mile or two.
around the track according to our abilities and comfort
In between these attempts at being a runner (or at least
running to keep in shape), I went through periods where level. Sixteen times. “That’s it! That’s four miles!” And
then another four laps walking comfortably to cool down.
I swam three miles a week.
That evening I walked most of my laps. But Bonnie was
When [my husband] Randy and I got engaged, we
encouraging and I left feeling energized, thinking I could
joined a gym. I bought sports bras and nylon workout
manage a four-mile run with a couple months’ practice.
pants for the first time in my life. I discovered the joys
Within a couple of weeks, I could walk about half
of treadmill running. It’s definitely not for everyone,
but I liked counting down the minutes and checking my my laps. Then jog three, walk one. Eventually, by late
form in the mirror; the distractions of the television and September, I was jogging my sixteen laps. And enjoying
it. A runner, 36 years in the making, was finally born.
radio and other people working out. This time around,
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The Thrill of the Video

By Sean Norton
I humbly submit this new column for SMAC mem- ently had no idea how fast he was going until the end of
bers, particularly those who share my passion for the his- the race.
It is interesting to note the relatively thin crowd of
tory of competitive distance running. If you are a fellow
spectators. When compared to the hoards of people who
member of this tribe, you may have whiled away more
clogged the final miles three years later (and nearly interthan a few hours over the past fifteen years as some of
running’s greatest moments have miraculously appeared fered with the race) one can gather from this footage that
we are on the cusp of the running boom. The crowd looks
on YouTube. I initially looked upon these videos as a
to be enthusiastic, but not huge. (It was also fairly cold).
pleasant indulgence, but also a waste of time. Recently
After Rodgers floats by a second clip is spliced in
however, I have come to regard them as a important
source of history to our under-documented sport. Much and we are treated to a duel between Bill’s friend, Tom
Fleming, and Steve Hoag. Fleming is still holding Hoag
of what I hope to share in future issues are from events
off but not for long, as the results show. Fleming finished
that American runners were only able to read about at
second at Boston twice, but third that day.
the time, either because they are from foreign broadcasts or because they are amateur footage from events
that may have been covered by professional TV but not
broadcast.
For this inaugural column I draw your attention to
a film from the 1975 Boston Marathon, the first of Bill
Rodgers’ four victories on the course. This clip is very
short and has no sound. As such, it may appear inconsequential to many folks. But to those of us who know the
back story to the ‘75 race, these few minutes of film are
something of a “Holy Grail.” Bill Rodgers is ubiquitous,
particularly to New England runners, but younger runners may not know that Bill was not a running prodigy.
When he toed the line on April 1975 he was a struggling graduate student, an amateur athlete, and only
running specialists knew he was on the cusp of a huge
achievement. No shoe sponsorship or high-tech alter-g
machine for him. Even the t-shirt he wore was acquired
in a dumpster-diving expedition. You can see his handlettered club name on that t-shirt in several poignant
photos of the day. Particularly striking are two in which
Blurry but cool:
he came to a complete stop. In one photo, Bill has paused
Bill
Rodgers
coming
down the home stretch.
to drink water. In another he is kneeling on his folded
(Screenshot from YouTube™)
gardening gloves to tie a loose shoelace.
These pictures seem apposite to the larger image
Finally, and at the proper speed, we see 37 yearthat Bill managed to maintain even after he became
old Englishman Ron Hill clipping along to fifth place.
famous—a sort of contradictory combination of intensity Hill was heading into his twilight years as a competitive
and good-natured insouciance. For myself anyway, the
runner by then, but he had won Boston in course-record
idea that someone could calmly stop and tie their shoe
time in 1970. In fact, it was his course record that Rodgwhile leading the Boston Marathon is pretty insane. Bra- ers broke that day. On the other hand, age has not withvado? Confidence? Innocence? When you consider that
ered Hill. As far as I know he has still not missed a day of
he went on to break the American Record in 2:09:55,
running since December 1964.
the idea that he was not running the entire time is mindIt’s a shame that there is not a clip of Liane Winter
boggling. As a young and somewhat wayward fellow in
of West Germany who set the world record for women
the late 70s and early 80s I came to idolize Bill for his
that day, in 2:42:24. Perhaps it will appear one day?
philosophy, and I got to see him race several times, but
To conclude perhaps far too many words about so
until recently I never saw a film of that first Boston win.
few seconds of film, I am reminded of the strangeness
So take a look. Here’s the link:
of time. A moment can appear both slow, yet fast, like
Rodgers’ casual elan. These fading 1970s colors look so
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wW9Dnm8O5Dk>
old, but I still recall seeing those guys run when I became
It only requires 49 seconds to watch. The clip must aware of the sport only one year later. I remember them
be from the final mile the race. Rodgers is flanked by the as young men. I was a kid then but they are younger in
ubiquitous coppers, bouncing up and down as he easily
this footage than I am now. I still feel young now in fact,
strides to victory. His right arm executes it’s characteris- even if my left knee doesn’t agree. This is getting confustic wild hook across his chest, and he almost looks to be
ing. Perhaps I need to sleep, but not before one more
out for a cool down run. The kind person who uploaded
time through that magical 49 seconds … “click”.
this film has slowed down the speed, presumably to let
In the next issue I will a share a much longer clip of
the moment linger. As he passes out of view, you can see possibly the muddiest cross country race ever!
Rodgers look down, perhaps focusing inward and gatherSean Norton, Minister Plenipotentiary for
ing strength for the final push to the finish. He apparAbdelazaar - (413) 222-8494.
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A frequent front-runner, Jenkins pushed the pace
from the outset, charging up hills and hammering down,
clearly try to break away from the field, and the effort
showed with every step. Never out of reach and as cooly
composed as his mirror shades suggested, Ashe hung
close, moving with a fluid style, an inscrutable expression on his face and little apparent strain. What couldn’t
be seen, however, was an invisible string which Jenkins
couldn’t cut; no matter how hard he surged, Ashe reeled
him back in. The two established their gap early on,
leaving the rest of the field far enough behind that individual runners were hard to distinguish.
The field itself was a rainbow, heavily dressed in
the BAA’s yellow, GBTC’s red, CMS’s blue and many
other team colors; this was the best team competition
at a Jones race in years, maybe ever. And no less than
ninety-eight runners broke an hour, which just shows
how good conditions were.

fields, with Ashe on his tail and not even seeming to
sweat. But by then a couple of red shirts were among
the phalanx from the BAA, and one, Kevin Johnson of
GBTC just kept moving up. Jenkins’ lead made it hard to
tell who was in second and third, but they settled into a
pattern before mile five. Jenkins would surge while Ashe
and Johnston gave him room only to take it back while
matching strides. Each stepped in front briefly just after
mile seven, but the two let Jenkins do the hard work
of leading. On the big open stretch along East Street it
started to show and by the time they turned the corner
onto Strong Street Johnston was demonstrably in command. Powering up the abrupt final mile on he stretched
his lead, finishing a comfortable fourteen seconds ahead
of Jenkins, with Ashe six seconds further back.
Battle though it was, Johnson’s winning time of
51:24 wasn’t particularly fast, given the perfect temperature and road conditions. Two years ago Patrick Tarpy
destroyed a quality field, finishing under fifty minutes,

Jennifer Donovan (on left, 82nd overall; 58:39) was the first woman in; Drew Best (center, 27th; 55:03) the top local finisher,
and Tom Denny (right, 282nd; 1:13:21) one of many out on the course.

I know about the top three because I was up in
the pace vehicle, putting the anti-shock features of my
camera to the test, the only member of “the Press” to
observe this year’s race. I’d figured I could get a good
look at all the big guns of New England and watch them
bust each other’s chops until the winner eventually
emerged. Instead, I had the best possible seat for a textbook lesson on race strategy between two fine competitors, neither of whom won. As a matter of fact, another
guy who’d hopped in back with me just before the gun
to watch for GSH’s Carlos Rivera (75th; 58:14) predicted
the eventual winner by mile three, before I could even
pick him out of the pack. Shows what I know.
The pictures tell it all. Jenkins and Ashe had a lead
of 50-75 yards before the first mile, and more at two with
Jenkins in the lead. Passing the water stop and clearly
working hard, Jenkins took off his hat up the Pelham
Road, only to put it back on when he broke out into the
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and was nearly a minute off the record of 48:57. But Bob
Hodge set that mark in a three-way battle with Johnny
Halberstadt and Dan Dillon, and the way this year’s top
three pushed each other made prospects for a new record
seem good. Cold assessment of their times brought other
conclusions, though: only Johnson would have broken
into 1987’s top ten (See Jones Factoids)!
It’s been years since I’ve been near the front of any
race, but it’s a real disadvantage for a reporter; I couldn’t
tell you what went on for the rest of the 597 finishers
until it was over. The women’s winner, Jennifer Donovan was well-pleased with her effort, especially since
this was her first race at this distance. Tom Derderian,
who designed this course while still a Valley resident
and SMAC mainstay won the 60+ category (go you geezers!). SMAC’s Dana Parrot was second in her age group.
Interestingly enough, despite the optimal conditions, no
records were set in this year’s event.
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Who else ran for the club? Doesn’t seem like as
many as in past years; maybe they were all volunteering. Some ran under other colors (but we’ll account for
them anyhow) and included Ross Krause (70th; 57:48
- CMS), David Deegon (125th; 1:02:34 - unattached. We
should talk) edged John McCarthy (131st; 1:03:04) and
Ben Whitbeck (137th; 1:03:22 - also unattached). Jack
Cherewatti (146th; 1:04:39), the first SMAC member in
not running for another club, closely followed by Nick
Hopley (154th; 1:05:28 - GSH)
The first Sugarloaf woman was Ashley Krause
(192nd; 1:08:00 - CMS) and she was shadowed by Dana
Parrot (194th; 1:08:02 - AdidasNE). Tom Derderian,
GBTC’s coach and 60+ phenom (223rd; 1:09:37) took
his 60+ age group, just ahead of LocallyRun.com’s Annie
Paredis (227th; 1:09:57) and Rich Clark (234th; 1:10:16),
while Amherst’s Mike Olkin was the first club member to
claim our colors (242nd; 1:10:57) Thanks for that great
example, Mike!
Barry Auskern followed (243rd; 1:11:01 - GSH) ,
then Ron Berger (246th; 1:11:06), Tom Denney (282nd;
1:13:21), Mark Mazzola (283rd; 1:13:21) and Ben Kimball
1:13:26). Sidney Letendre (290th; 1:13:33 - CMS) bested
Karin George (298th; 1:14:15), and Bob Prentiss (302nd;
1:14:31) just edged Michael Murphy (305th; 1:14:39). A
bit back were Patrick Pezzati (329th; 1:16:01), Jim Reis
(332nd; 1:16:27), Peter Gagarin (347th; 1:17:05 - GSH),
Tom Davidson (349th; 1:17:14) and Bill Durkee (353rd;
1:17:29). Jim Plaza (358th; 1:18:27) and Jim Farrick
(368th; 1:19:09), Aaron Somoza (396th; 1:21:06),
Robert Bissell (420th; 1:23:20), Ethan Clotfelter (439th;
1:25:07), Robert Watroba (454th; 1:27:05), Leeann Cerpovicz (474th; 1:28:59 ), Patricia Mahar (475th; 1:29:07),
Billy Dean (481st; 1:29:50) and Mark Dean (484th;
1:30:17), Jack Larareo (495th; 1:31:08), Mark Wisniewski (511th; 1:33:52), Carla Halpern (555th; 1:40:58),
and Paul Peelle 567th; 1:44:05).
It was a big day for the BAA, whose Men’s and
Women’s teams swept the Open Division titles. Boston
brought just four to Open runners to the contest , but
Lindsay Willard, Kasie Enman, Maria Varela and Dorothy Zirkle totalled 3:06:04 to edge the Somerville Road
Runners’ 3:11:57. GBTC (3rd; 3:13:04), Whirlaway (4th;
3:14:16), CMS (5th, with Ashley Krause second for the
team; 3:22:17), GCS (6th; 3:24:23), WCRC (7th; 3:30:41),
CRC (8th; 3:31:17), GMAA (9th; 3:35:44), GLRR (10th;
3:42:00), CSU (11th; 3:43:01) all finished ahead of
SMAC’s 12th place team of Karin George, Leeann Cerpovicz, Patricia Mahar and Carla Halpern which totalled
4:12:21. That gave the ladies bragging rights over GSH
(13th; 4:16:43), EORC (14th; 4:17:00) and also NSS
(15th; 4:18:37), Griffin’s Friends (16th; 4:27:46), and
MVS (17th; 4:31:21).
The BAA’s top five men totalled 4:21:34, which
gave them a handsome lead over GBTC’s 4:27:35. CMS
(3rd; 4:29:54), Dirigo (4th; 4:39:06) Somerville (5th;
4:43:55), Team RUN (6th; 4:47:33) finished ahead of
GSH (7th; 4:48:06), Whirlaway (8th; 4:48:20), CRC
(9th; 4:55:09), GCS (10th; 5:02:57), GMAA (11th;
5:15:06), GLRR (12th; 5:32:29). NMC (13th; 5:37:25),
WCRC (14th; 5:40:04), CSU (15th; 5:47:47). Sugarloaf’s
team total of 5:55:19 put John McCarthy, Mike Olkin,
Mark Mazzola, Ben Kimball and Bob Prentiss ahead of
EORC (17th; 6:03:42), Griffin’s Friends (18th; 6:22:18),
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MVS (19th; 7:03:42) and NSS (20th; 7:27:22). Twenty
Teams!
Whirlaway’s 40+ women took that title in 3:27:30
over CMS’s 3:29:29. GCS (3rd; 3:36:51), CSU (4th;
3:43:01), GLRR (5th; 3:45:31), WCRC (6th; 3:50:21),
GMAA (7th; 3:58:43) ran ahead of the same four SMAC
women - George, Cerpovicz, Mahar and Halpern - who
collared 8th in 4:12:21. NSS (9th; 4:27:58), SRR (10th;
4:29:35), GSH (11th; 4:30:40) and MVS (12th; 4:43:41)
followed. Female Seniors were WRT (3:46:36), CSU
(2nd; 3:52:41), CMS (3rd; 3:53:13), GLRR (4th; 4:00:52),
WCRC (5th; 4:09:18), GCS (6th; 4:40:21) and MVS (7th;
5:00:21.
SMAC was eleventh among thirteen teams in the
Men’s 40+ category, wuith Mark Mazzola, Ben Kimball,
Bob Prentiss, Mike Murphy and Patrick Pezzati logging
a total of 6:11:58. CMS was the top squad with 4:46:07,
followed by SRR (5:01:35), Whirlaway (3rd; 5:05:42),
GCS (4th; 5:08:03), GSH (5th; 5:09:45), GMAA (6th;
5:15:06), WCRC (7th; 5:45:09), GLRR (8th; 5:46:19),
CSU (9th; 5:47:47), and NMC (10th; 5:55:30). EORC
totalled just a few more minutes than SMAC fior 12th
place (6:13:45) and MVS finished the division (13th;
7:03:42 ).
Whirlaway won the male Seniors’ title in 5:10:02,
followed by GCS (5:39:07), WCRC (3rd; 5:50:37),
GSH (4th; 6:00:17), GMAA (5th; 6:01:26), GLRR (6th;
6:03:32), CSU (7th; 6:04:09), and NMC (8th; 6:06:25).
Ninth was SMAC’s 6:55:02, set by Bob Prentiss, Mike
Murphy, Jim Plaza, Bob Bissell and Paul Peele, thus
edging MVS (10th; 7:44:46).
With 3:42:53, GSH topped the 60+ bracket, leading GCS (3:48:44), NMC (3rd; 4:10:34), and CSU (4th;
4:12:51). SMAC’s Murphy, Bissell and Peele picked up
5th place in 4:22:04, besting NMS (6th; 4:40:48).
Should you want even more information, more
pictures, video interviews and such about the Jones Race
(and a boatload of others), check out LevelRenner.com
and wander around a bit. The “Weekend Report” had a
good bit, but their blog had all sorts of unexpected treats
as well. The interview with Nate Jenkins is well worth a
subscribtion!
Here’s hoping we have this much fun next year!

Jones Race Factoids:
Bob Hodge holds the official record for the Jones
course, and his time has always been listed as
48:57. For what it’s worth, though, the March
1984 issue of The SUN reported his winning
time as 48:56.4 in John Stifler’s race report,
although the list of finishing results called it
48:57. John suggests we split the difference
and call it 48:56.7!
Justin Fyffe of the BAA won the 2011 race in 52:53.
This year he knocked 29 seconds off his time
and only finished 7th (52:24).
Kibrom Temelso of GBTC ran 54:12 to finish 19th
this year. In 2008 he ran ten seconds ahead
of his teammate David Bedoya and recorded
a winning time of... 54:16.
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A Sleighbell Without Snow: Greenfield’s 4-miler

A pack of nearly a hundred runners enjoyed unseasonably warm conditions on the first weekend of February,
and the race enjoyed its biggest field ever.
(Photos by Sue Townsley)

Thinking back only a few years to frigid temperatures and tiny
turnouts, this was a great event for Greenfield during an otherwise
utterly un-wintry Winter Carnival weekend. Hey! Some people had
to sled on grass! But all the runners could dress appropriately and
run fast - and run they did!
Ben Whitbeck was first across the finish line in 24:01, just
eleven seconds ahead of Mike Townsley (24:12). SMAC’s Garth
Shaneyfelt and Marc Guillaume dueled throughout the couyrse and
finished in a tie for seventh place at 25:42, with club members Dana
Parrot (12th; 28:09 and 2nd F overall), Tom Denny (13th; 28:12),
Jim Farrick (15th; 28:49) not far behind. Richard Clark (21st; 29:29)
came up from Feeding Hills to edge Chuck Adams (22nd; 29:31) by
a mere two seconds and David Cameron finished (24th; 29:55) too.
Mike Duffy (27th; 30:49), Jodi McIntyre (39th; 33:36), Francia Wisniewski (52nd; 36:11), Cathy Coutu (70th; 39:33), Carol Ball (80th;
42:53) and Ray Willis (85th; 46:28) all covered ground for the club
as well.
Whether this event is getting better due to global climate change
or popularity is yet to be determined, but the word is out: you can
count on Greenfield to host this event. Four clean miles on a wellmarked, well-supervised and nearly traffic-free course are easy to
appreciate at any time of year, but in the midst of winter you can
hardly beat this event. People should just keep on coming back!

Although Garth looks like he had it here, Marc
caught up and the two finished in a tie!

The WAMDA Race

Maybe the WAMDA race is supposed to be the
start of spring. Weekends start to fill up after WAMDA,
but anything earlier than March is still - or should be winter. So a goodly bunch of people went out to Florence
for a well-established yet still low-key event on March 3,
158 of them finished the 5k, and everyone seems to have
been happy.
Local star Chris Buell paced the field with a 16:50.7,
closely tailed by Ivan Cordero of Springfield (16:54.1)
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and SMAC’s Ross Krause (17:05.9). That pack must
have been fun to watch. In 21st, Patrick Pezzati (21:15.5)
just got the better of Sidney Letendre (22nd; 21:17.3.
Jeff Folts (25th; 21:40.5), Jim Farrick (26th; 21:44.7,
Ashley Krause (28th; 21:46.7 and David Cameron (29th;
21:47.2) pretty much legged it in together, while the
Milsark boys, Ethan (37th; 22:58.5 and Rory (38th;
22:59.3) ran as a pack with Sam Norton (39th; 22:59.5).
Congratulations to all!
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The 37th Holyoke St. Patrick’s Day Race

[Editor’s Note: Participant and running guru, Barry
Auskern reported live from the stgreets of Holyoke
while turning in a good finish of his own!]
6000 runners? In Holyoke? The St. Patrick’s Day
Race has become part human zoo; part social gathering;
part an excuse to start pounding beers at 12:00 noon;
but it also is (still) a full-fledged, highly competitive road
race.
I’ll say a few good things about the race: it’s very
well organized; huge mile markers with clock-times; tons
of cheering people along the course (more than I’ve ever
seen before); great weather; and enthusiastic race volunteers. The “not so good” stuff? Boy, was it ever hard
to find a spot for parking! I got to the course a good two
hours ahead of time, and I still had to park on a makeshift grassy knoll maybe ¾ of a mile from the start in a
somewhat dubious neighborhood. Why don’t they use
Holyoke Community College as a designated parking lot
and use shuttle busses to ferry runners to the start?
The other thing was finding a place to drop your
bag, so that you had a warm shirt to change into after
the race....Apparently the race directors want to grow
the race even more, “like Falmouth” said one, so one can
expect that the crowds and the parking hassles will only
get worse.
That being said, once the shoes were laced up and
the gun went off, it felt just like any race. I thought
that there were three hills in the middle of the race, but
actually there are four! Plus that long incline in the last
straightaway before the final right turn – I thought that
“hill” would never end. It is a tough but fair course.
Congrats to Aaron Stone for coming in twentieth place!

With overcast skies and not too much heat, it was
a good day to run and Zach Hine of South Hadley made
the most of it, stretching the couple of yards’ lead he
had at mile four to a twentyy-two second margin over
Philemon Terer by the finish. Hine’s 29:37 wasn’t a
record, but he and Tere (29:59.7) had more than a
minute’s gap over Demesse Tefera (31:08). Drew Best
finished a strong 6th (32:17.8) and SMAC’s Aaron Stone,
as mentioned, was 20th overall (34:28). John Herron
was SMAC’s next finisher (107th; 40:20.8). At 156th and
seventh in his age group, Barry Auskern ran much better
than his report would suggest (41:12.7), and Bob Prentiss
(186th; 42:07.1) was solid too. Around four miles Tom
Denny (234th; 42:51.2) was trailing Patrick Pezzati
(239th; 42:57.1), but he upped his pace and pulled ahead.
There was also a guy in a SMAC singlet but I’ll be darned
if I can figure out who he was!
Sidney Letendre was the class of her cohort in
228th (42:24.4). Bill Durkee (280th; 43:34.6) clearly
started way back, as his chip time cut three minutes off
the gun’s) and both Jeff Folts (284th; 43:36.3) and Jim
Reis (307th; 43:50.7) had excellent runs, finishing 2nd
and 3rd in the M60-69 division. Jim Farrick (319th;
43:59.1) ran ahead of Karin George, who was training for
Boston. She did this race for the first time and had a lot
to smile about (332nd; 44:08.5). Nora Letendre (480th;
45:41.5) ran well, and Ivan Chow (586th; 46:37.1) and
Robert Bissell (588th: 46:40.5) had nearly identical
times. Aimee St. Hilaire paced to a solid finish (532nd;
46:15.3), Ed Buckley (716th; 47:34.8) and Daryl Delisle
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(833rd; 48:38.7), Robert Watroba (881st; 48:35.3) and
David Michalak (2110th; 54:08.5) were the only other
members of the club I could find, but as Barry says: 6000
runners? In Holyoke?

Flying down
that fast
fifth mile
in Holyoke:

Aaron Stone,
upper left
(20th; 34:28),

Aime St. Hilaire,
upper right
(532nd; 46:15.3)

Barry Auskern,
right
(156th; 41:12.7)

And finally, a couple of really short shorts: At New Bedford’s half marathon Richard Clark (400th; 1:32:19) was 52nd
in his age group. And my daughter Mollie, back in the game,
ran 1168th (26:18) in Somerville’s Ras na hEireann U.S.A.
race, out of 4367 finishers. Then old man is jealous, but glad
for you!
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Leadville and Philadelphia

By John Stifler
waits up ahead.
[Editor’s Note: A member of SMAC since 1976,
Back at sea level, however, it turns out that, for at
John’s written for Runners World, The Runner and The
least another year maybe, we can really run together – if
Gazette, among others, and he’s also been the publicity
the distance is great enough. Or at least we did last
director for the Mt. Washington Road Race for eons.
Best of all, he still runs, travels and writes for The SUN] November, when we ran the Philadelphia Marathon.
Thanks in part to my being able to resume runI am writing this in a coffee shop in Leadville, Colo- ning normally back in Northampton after my October
trip to the pre-stratosphere and in part to Julia’s being
rado, two hours west of Denver and 10,200 feet above
distracted somewhat by a lingering hamstring injury, we
sea level. The altitude effect is staggering – literally, as
found it pretty natural to be able to run the marathon
you’d see if you watched me try to run here. The first
at the same speed. After years of soccer, ice hockey and
time I came to Leadville, I had been running 35 or 40
lacrosse in high school, a year of running college crossmiles per week in Massachusetts and was feeling pretty
country, and lots of skiing and more hockey, Julia is athgood … until I went for a five-mile run in Leadville and
letic, fit, and four or five minutes ahead of me in a 10K,
found that most of the time I could barely manage a
but the marathon distance was brand new to her, while
12-minute-per-mile shuffle.
for me it was #17. (#1 was Ocean State in 1977.) Also,
That was last fall. This second visit, in March, is
to paraphrase James Thurber, Philadelphia resembles
no different. Boulder, the running mecca where åyou
can transform yourself into a running monster, is a mile Leadville about as much as the MGM lion resembles
Calvin Coolidge.
above sea level; Leadville is nearly two. Just walking
If you’ve run Philadelphia, you know what a runnerbriskly up the street induces a headache and gasping
breath. Give me a year of training here – or, more likely, and spectator-friendly course it is. You start in front
of the Museum of Fine Arts, famous for innumerable
two months of just getting used to the altitude and ten
trite references to Sylvester Stallone’s running up its
months of training – and maybe I can even beat Dave
vast steps in “Rocky” and also actually quite famous for
Martula again, although I wouldn’t bet on it.
containing a large collection of great art. The course goes
In the 1870s the population of Leadville was
70,000. Today it’s 2700 people, plus uncountable ghosts through downtown, turns right at the Delaware River,
follows the dockside for a few blocks, then turns right
of old miners, dance hall girls, outlaws, and mining
again and goes through downtown in the opposite direcagents. In the street outside this coffee shop is the spot
where someone in that previous sentence became the last tion.
Crossing Philadelphia’s other river, the lovely
man ever shot by Doc Holliday.
Schuylkill, you run through a few miles of spacious,
Supposedly the Climax Molybdenum Mine, now
wooded Fairmount Park, then re-cross the Schuylkill
vacant at the top of Fremont Pass, is going to reopen in
a few years, and when it does, Leadville may grow again. and veer back toward the museum. As you approach
the museum’s front again, many of the runners swerve
Meanwhile, besides this excellent coffee shop, one successful current enterprise on the outskirts of town is the right and proceed to the finish of the half-marathon.
You bear left and run a bunch of miles up the Schuylkill,
High Mountain Institute (HMI).
reach a turnaråd point in Manayunk, a very lively, artsy
HMI offers a rare and wonderful experience for
neighborhood where anyone from Northampton or Shel11th-graders who take a semester away from their
burne Falls could feel at home, and then run back to the
regular high schools to study here. They keep up with
museum and the finish.
their usual math, English and U.S. history so as not to
All along the course, the spectators are friendly
lose any credit back home in Sudbury or Winnetka. And
without being so wild as the Patriot’s Day crowds in
three times during the semester they all go on a ten-day
Wellesley and Chestnut Hill. Just past the halfway point,
backpacking trip either in the Utah canyons or up in
we stopped long enough for Julia to get excited hugs
the Sawatch or Mosquito Ranges to the west or east of
from three or four of her former HMI students; one lives
campus.
in Philadelphia, the others were visiting, and they’d all
Right: They start at10,200 and go up two, three
come out to watch for her.
thousand feet, or even four, when they hike to the
The scenery keeps changing, and, thanks to the
summit of Mt. Elbert, at 14,433 feet the highest peak in
assorted loops in the course, you keep seeing runners
Colorado. And they sleep up in those mountains.
ahead of you and runners behind you. Even the slowIn February.
est look happy. (It helps when the weather is nice; last
In snow huts called quigloos. Spend three hours
shoveling snow into a pile one day, then three hours the November’s was mild and partly sunny.)
Another nice touch: the official long-sleeve highnext day hollowing out the inside of the mound.
By no coincidence, the school’s French teacher, who tech fabric T-shirts were black this year, with the course
is also one of the quigloo-building instructors, a certified map printed in white with impeccable precision on the
back. Many of the runners in actually wear the race
wilderness first responder (for emergencies, of which
T-shirt in the race, so you can look at the back of somethere are few or none), a trip leader and an all-around
one in front of you and get a good sense of how much
great person, is Julia Stifler. Yes, my daughter is one of
those fortunate children of the new millennium who have more you have to run.
The two Stiflers followed the time-tested practice of
found a job, maybe even a career, after graduating from
college. And yes, she adapted to this altitude a long time starting out conservatively and keeping it that way. We
decided 11 minutes a mile was fast enough to feel like
ago. When we go running, she patiently slows down, or
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SMAC Honors its Best and Most Improved

Carla Halpern, Mike Townsley and Mike Duffy
(Missing: the elusive Donna Utakis)
(Photo by Sue Townsley)

SMAC’s “Most Outstanding” and “Most Improved
Runner awards were presented to three out of the four
honorees at the Annual Meeting on January 8. Although
our wily President, Donna Utakis had traveled to yet
another long distance event on that day, she was the
consensus winner among SMAC women, both for her
racing and her dedicated efforts to promote running
in the Valley. She’s run ten ultras around the country
since May of last year, finishing 1st, 6th (twice), 8th, 10th
(twice) and 11th (three times). Her latest triumph was
the 27:12:16 (that’s h:m:s!) 2nd overall and 1st F finish in
Louisiana’s Rouge-Orleans 126.1 mile run.
Mike Townsley never seems to stop. He established
the Falltown Classic 10k race in Bernardston with his
wife Sue and set his 10k PR there. He also lowered his
PR’s for the Cave Hill Classic, Lake Wyola, Montague
Mug Race, Jailbreak 5k and Falltown Classic 10k races
by up to a minute last year, and ran un der 5:00 and the
indoor track meets as well.
Carla Halpern and Mike Duffy are both series participants and dedicated “mid-packers” who impressed
the club with their steady, purposeful improvement
throughout the year.
Each one of these runners has shown singular commitment and all richly deserve their awards.

(Philadelphia, contd from page 12) running but
slow enough to be sustainable, and we were right.
Yes, it was the slowest marathon I’d ever run, but
we were plenty pleased to break five hours (by about six
minutes). More to the point, it was as much fun as any
marathon I’ve ever run.
For one thing, I had never previously run an entire
marathon side-by-side with anyone else. In all other
marathons, I’ve kept within myself and tried to ignore
other people’s paces. This time, the other person’s pace
mattered to me at least as much as my own.
Second, having run three 20-mile training runs at
between 10:00 and 10:20 per mile, I knew I wouldn’t hit
the wall. No noticeable glycogen depletion, no temporal
disorientation. I’ve run quite a few marathons in which,
somewhere after 21 miles, I’ve lost the ability to judge
time passed or distance ahead. Not this time. Concentration mattered less, and it was easier to chat, look around,
stop and go and stop and go at aid stations, yell appreciative comments to the musicians who were performing
along the route. It was one of the best times I’ve ever
had.
Julia may have wished I didn’t talk quite so much,
but that’s true of everyone in my family all the time
anyway. Later she said the hamstring really did bother
her – but you wouldn’t have known it when the finish
line came into view and she picked up the pace to where I
had to exert myself more than somewhat to stay with her.
We crossed the line together. Julia received the
cheers of her former HMI students, and I exchanged a
perfect high five with the start/finish announcer, who
happened to be my friend Bart Yasso, the most goodhumored and quixotic staff person at Runner’s World.
The finish area in Philadelphia is very comfortable,
more spread out than at the Tavern on the Green or in
Copley Square. We hung out with the HMI group for
a bit, then took a very slow stroll back to the house of

some friends with whom we had stayed. Those friends,
Philadelphia natives, had guided us to excellent pasta
the night before and now, via cell phone, guided us to
a superb ice cream shop. Good thing: I hadn’t depleted
that much glycogen, but I had to admit that my right
knee hurt, and the stop was welcome.
The knee pain went away in less than a week, and
Julia’s hamstring seems to have recovered, thanks in
part to some physiotherapy in Colorado, where finding
a sports physio is about as difficult as finding a guitarist
in Nashville. Thanks, too, to a bit of cross-training with
a backpack, mountain skis and a snow-shovel back up in
the mountains.
We went for a run this morning. More precisely,
Julia ran and I pretended I was eleven years old again,
when running for a whole minute was a big deal. Seriously, I don’t know about you, but for me running at
this altitude is like repeated blows with a hammer in
the sternum. Fortunately, age and experience are worth
something, and it didn’t take me long to figure out that
if I ran for 60 seconds, then walked for 60 seconds, and
continued like that for 40 minutes, I could get a very
good cardiovascular workout.
It doesn’t directly do so much for the legs; at the
end of 40 minutes, I barely felt as though those muscles
had done any hard work. On the other hand, my pulse
was up to 132, which, as one of Joseph Conrad’s characters said in a different context, was plenty too much
enough. I would love to stay here for a month or six
weeks. That should be time enough to lengthen the running intervals until I could do 40 minutes without walking.
Then I stop and think about the Leadville 100.
That’s “100” as in miles. Here.
The hallucination starts to set in. But no. Surely I
wouldn’t.
I think.
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The Female Athlete Triad

By Darius Greenbacher, M.D.
[ A runner and triathlete who has even been seen at SMAC track workouts, Dr. Greenbacher is Director of
Baystate Medical Center’s Sports Medicine Center in Greenfield, . The following piece considers key issues and
considerations for young female athletes.]
The Female Athlete Triad is a combination of three
- No period by the age of 15 in spite of sexual developmedical issues that are often seen together in female
ment.
athletes: Low Bone Density, Menstrual Dysfunction and
Energy Deficit.
Energy issues are central in this triad. What it
comes down to is the body doesn’t have enough energy to
Often the first recognized symptom of the Female
recover from exercise and sports in a healthy way. This
Athlete Triad is a stress fracture. Because of the energy
can come about is a few different ways:
deficit and the disruption of no qual estrogen levels
bones become weakened and more prone to injuries.
- Athlete is unaware of their energy needs and does
This puts the ‘athlete at continued risks for bone health
meet necessary caloric intact.
issues into adulthood. Bone problems include:
- Restrictive eating patterns: Often in an attempt to
“stay fit” and maintain “race weight,” this is
- Osteoporosis: Thinning of the bones.
often seen by the athlete as healthy eating. Ath- Stress fractures
letes in endurance sports are more at risk for
- Traumatic fractures
this pattern of eating.
- Increased risk and recurrence of sprains and strains.
- Eating Disorders: Female athletes have a higher
rate of eating disorders especially in sports
Due to the decreased energy levels, the female
where body image or weight are important (runathlete’s menstrual cycle is often effected. In the past this
ning, gymnastics, etc). It is estimated at up to 8%
was thought to be “just part of the game” and showed an
of female athletes have an eating disorder, which is
athlete was training hard, we now know this is not true.
20% higher than the general public.
The disruption or discontinuation of a normal menses
(period) is one sign of an energy deficiency. There are
- Increased fatigue
various types of menstrual dysfunctions commonly seen
- Poor or decreasing performance
with the Female Athlete Triad:
- Nutrient deficiencies
- Electrolyte imbalances
- Amenorrhea: Discontinuation of the athlete’s
- Hair loss
menses.
- Slow recovery from exercise and workouts
- Irregular periods
- Increased healing time
- Depression and anxiety
Recognition is the most important aspect of treatment. Initial treatment is focused on the most acute
(immediate) issue, often a stress fracture, but to fully
recover, the energy deficit needs to be addressed and
corrected. Often treatment involves a combination of:

IDENTIFIED!
Remember the kid whose dad ran last year’s
Summit Run? Here’s his report:
“Love that picture! Yes, that’s me, along with little
Micayla in the chest carrier. As for the identify of the
stroller pusher, as you might expect, we talked a lot
before and after the race, but I can’t remember his name
-- I do remember though that he xc skied for UNH.)
thanks,
Jonathan Shefftz
Amherst, Mass.
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- Care of Stress injuries and fractures
- Decrease stress on bones.
- Bone stimulators.
- Bone nutrition: Vitamin D3, calcium, and magnesium.
- Increasing energy reserves to optimize bone health
and healing.
- Sports Nutritional Counseling
- Correct the inappropriate eating patterns.
- Nutritional program to maximize perfonnance and
health.
- Identify any additional eating disorders.
- Menstrual Dysfunction
- Lab tests to rule out other causes.
- Most often, correcting the energy deficit will also
correct menstrual Issues.
- Oral Contraceptive Pills (“Birth Control Pills”): This
can help increase an athlete’s estrogen level but it
will not correct all of the negative impact on the
bones. It can also mask one of the majors warning
signs, energy deficit.
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A Running “Career”

By Garry Krinsky
I’d always thought of running (and competing in
year under “6” as my 40s gave way to my 50s. It always
triathlons) as a way of life. The concept that one could
happened in the fall following a gradual interval speed
have a “career” in recreational racing never entered my
increase over the summer. Mostly, I’d go after 5Ks, but
mind. With age grouping, we could compete forever (see was able to get under 30 minutes twice more at the Hatthe “ageless” Ray Willis, for example).
field Lions 5 miler in my earlier 50s.
Since the fall of 2009, a series of injuries have
Then, after running 5 races in 4 weeks, peaking at
curtailed my ability to train properly, and I have had to
Jason Collins “Jailbreak 5K”, where I managed to run
curtail my competitive racing. I have not been able to log 18:23 (probably my last venture under that 6 minute
enough miles to safely indulge my passion for running
pace), I developed an injury. After an MRI, the doctor
intervals, which I always considered the foundation for
assured me that it was not a stress fracture, but likely
successful middle distance racing.
a stress “reaction”. He warned me that he’d seen this
For many years, I was an enthusiastic “regular”
injury end a number of runners’ careers.
at the Thursday night Eaglebrook interval sessions. In
Since I make my living using my body (I’m a mime/
fact, I even got teased about how I tapered for Thursjuggler who tours a solo science show nationally), I took
day_night workouts CI5 opposed to weekend races.
his advice very seriously.
On the other hand, my racing success and enjoyEach time I’ve tried to increase my mileage by
ment clearly owed a debt to these interval sessions,
including runs of 3 or more miles, I’ve started to feel my
allowing me to pace, kick, and push myself right to the
injury more acutely. I have since adapted my workouts to
edge of my fitness. The last race I managed to win was
include much more cycling, and was able to successfully
in Sturbridge in 2007, and I was able to pull away from
complete 3 sprint triathlons this past year (would have
my chief competitor with a half mile to go. Afterwards,
been 4, but I flatted out in Greenfield). The longest run
I asked him if he did speed work, and when he told me
in any of these triathlons was 3.5 miles, and I did okay in
that he didn’t, I gave a silent toast to Barry Auskern and all of them, obviously not as well as if I would had I run
the Thursday speed sessions.
trained, but no pain, and not too slow.
Starting fairly late in life, my racing times came
For a runner who, previously, was rarely injured,
to a peak in my very early 40s. At that time, one of my
this has been quite an adjustment. It has helped to see
friendly age group rivals was Glenn Stowell. Glenn
the past 20 something years of training and racing as a
was a very hard worker, who would sometimes even do
“career”. To be able to list the “P.R.s” that I established
intervals after a race. I’d watched him improve for about in my prime, the better to see my athletic life and race
a decade, and he went from running “oft of my shoultimes ascend and then, slowly (thankfully), descend, has
der” to having me struggling to stay close to him. We
helped me let it go. We’ve watched athletes such as Brett
had some memorable battles, including his holding me
Favre struggle accepting their retirement. Unfortunately,
(along with a young Sarah Hahn) off at the Smith College for him, there aren’t too many senior football leagues to
outdoor mile when both of us barely broke the 5 minute safely allow him to maintain his competitive fire, where
barrier. The father of at least one teenager, he was also
as Lance Armstrong and Joan Benoit Samuelson can
very busy with coaching. Imagine my surprise, when he continue to compete as Age groupers.
announced that this was his last year of competition. It
I am still hopeful that I can mount a comeback at
boggled my mind that someone could retire from the
some point, but if it’s not fun and I risk my health by
sport, someone very close to their prime, no less.
competing, I can be content with a 20 plus year “career”
In my middle to late 4Os, I watched my times
that includes 12 marathons, plus numerous road races
inevitably slow, and I was no longer able to race under
and triathlons. Of course, it’s not just the race times that
6 minute pace. Happily, I was able to use the Thursday
frame a career, but all of our fellow athletes with whom
night interval sessions to make a calculated charge at the we share these competitive endeavors and the friends we
6 minute pace, and was able to run at least one race per
make along the way.
SMAC kids
take off
indoors!

Dana and Janna Parrot celebrating
Dana’s 2nd place age-group Jones finish
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Where’s everyone running to?

To Northampton for the Tuesday night 5k races,
of course!
Sugarloaf’s 26th series of Tuesday evening races in Northampton begins on April 3rd, at 6:30 p.m.
The series continues every Tuesday through September 25th. Entry costs $5.00
for runners 18 years old and up; runners under 18 enter for free.
The starting area is located just past the Northampton Community Gardens on Burts Pit Road,
one mile from the center of town. We have averaged 79 finishers/race.
For any further information, please call:
Don Grant, race director, at (413) 584-7725.

Race Directors – RunReg.com provides valuable support
to SMAC. Please consider setting up online registration
for your race on RunReg.com!

Dave Martula
P.O. Box 379
Hadley, MA 01035
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